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Abstract: The theory says that every turn you are going to take will decide your future or change your future sometimes on small scale
sometimes on big scale but it's going to change.
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Our life can go on many ways. Here it is not related to
some heavy words like passion or heart that takes your life
on one specific path or your desire whatever it is.
Turning theory as per its name related with turns on the
way or road or path whatever you want to consider it’s just
a name.

small shops and see a pizza shop and thinks that he can
start one in his area so the future is changed.
Here theory depends on the observations, your moving
velocity, your thinking ability, your concentration,
ultimately the environment which surrounds you in that
particular way (path) and this all start with turn.

The question is how?
Suppose you are going to market and you are on the way
to market. Now the main thing is there are two ways that
lead you to market one left and a second is straight.
Now from your home you had decided to go on left but
you forgot or by some another reason you go straight then
theory is applied and as theory says your future is going to
change and the reason behind that is.
The things which will go to surround you on that way
change
Your observation on that way will change
You can say that almost everything will go to change on
this way respect to that way
Here your environment is going to change than defiantly
your thoughts are going to change and your thoughts
changes then it will effect on your future but it may be
small it may be big

The one thing should be noted with care is that the theory
is applied when you take the turn which is not chosen by
you earlier.
If you take the turn or way which is chosen by you earlier
the theory does not exist there (but your moving velocity,
your concentration, and the environment changes can
change your future).
There is also relative turning theory:
This relative turning theory involves more than one
person. Suppose you are going on the way which is chosen
by you earlier so there is no application of turning theory
but at same time if your friend takes a turn than the theory
is applied there and if he meets you on that way then the
future of both can change sometimes on the small and
some time on the big scale.

Examples:

The most interesting thing about this theory is this is
happening all around and also sometimes it creates the
chain.
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In the simple case we assume that you are going to
buy ice-cream you decided to go on left but you take
straight and you meet one of your friends on that way
you tell him the reason for going to market and then
he suggest you the another flavor of ice-cream and
after this case this new flavor becomes your favorite
so here its change your future and somewhere your
present too
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In this more complex case suppose we take a man
actively seeking for work and thinking about starting a
new business. He is going on the way for searching
and to get inspiration for new business now as per
theory if he takes another way instead of
predetermining one it is going to change his future on
big scale

How? Suppose if he goes on the left which is
predetermined he find big showrooms and malls and he
thinks that if I would have money I can do this but there is
not enough money. Now if he go straight he find some
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